Protesters march on CIS
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...with the arrests were being removed) busying along. They linked arms before the second pair of dogs and tried once more to push the two turn aside, only to be met by showers of "No!"

Eventually the demonstrators realized there was no way to breach the second barricade. They left to march back through the campus to Massachusetts Avenue and the rally in downtown Boston.

Marching across the Harvard Bridge, the crowd of about 200 was met by Boston motorcycle policemen who hovered near as the march turned down Commonwealth Avenue. They met with contingents heading toward the Common, people at the head of the throng
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Richie Sorensen, though, told The Tech that MIT were summoned by MIT to the Center Thursday evening, they had come to the Sloan parking lot on their own accord. "They don't want to be caught flat-footed again, like at the CFIA," he said.

At about 5 pm, Mike Albert of PCPJ and an advocate of a take-over of the CIS, drove into the Sloan parking lot in his light blue VW van, saw the three bulldozers of police and dogs and quickly drove out of the area.

The police stayed until late evening, but Center administration left by 6 pm, when an unwieldy night seemed assured. Nonetheless, heavy security was implemented at the CIS over the weekend.
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